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PAUL GOODMAN 

The Pragmatism of His Boyhood 
THERE IS A BEAUTIFUL INCLUSIVENESS and concreteness to ecological his- 

tory, the story of changing human environments. Unlike the older 
political history written from the point of view of ruling groups, it tells 
us the motion of mankind; the history of cities does not assume that 
the common lot has always been the same. Yet unlike the later social 
and economic history, it can pause at achieved moments and significant 
embodiments of culture, of constructive will and idea; it is not alto- 
gether merged in the process, it discovers values. Yet again, it is more 
philosophical, less theological, than the history of civilizations, for it 
finds its structures in re, in actual human ways of life; it does not ab- 
stract values. It is anthropological history, defining patterns of culture 
and changing patterns of culture; and when combined with the history 
of education, the taking on of culture, it is the history of the whole 
man. 

Lewis Mumford is the dean of us who work this field in America. 
Born in 1895, he breathes the transitional spirit of the 'teens and 20's, 
the humanistic dissent from the rationalistic and technological prog- 
ress-ideology of the previous generations, yet prior to the more despair- 
ing merely political ferment of the 30's or the desperate resignation of 
the generation following. His critical and selective approach to science 
still has the pragmatic optimism of the great reformists of the period 
of his boyhood, Patrick Geddes, Bernard Shaw, John Dewey, the young 
Frank Lloyd Wright, etc. In our own decade, of course, this pragma- 
tism-see the problem and reason up a solution-is called "utopian," 
but that's our problem. 

In forty years of working on community plans, Mumford has become 
a considerably learned man, with the kind of information that is ac- 
quired by singling out, in wide reading and travel, what is significant 
for practical application. Even in compiling a history like the present 
work,l he is really oriented to the immediate future: the questions are, 
what to conserve, what to try to recapture, what to alter, what to in- 
vent? And I am convinced that this is not, finally, an irrelevant way of 
understanding the past, for it is a regulative principle of history that 
those people were understandable to us, and it follows that they can 
be useful to us. The danger in such a procedure-and one that Mum- 
ford often succumbs to-is that by taking past peoples too quickly in 
our terms, we fail to probe ourselves. (I think this history would be 
more useful if it were less discursive, sometimes jumbling half a dozen 
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centuries in a single discussion; but if it rather explored "typical" 
cases with more antiquarian thoroughness. Further, Mumford restricts 
himself to our western tradition, from Babylon and Egypt through 
Greece and Rome to western Europe and America; he barely mentions 
Far Eastern or Amerindian cities, nor even Byzantine and Russian 
cities. Given his pragmatic disposition, he ought to dwell precisely on 
exotic ethnologies. For instance, he leaves us with the impression that 
the resuscitative "neolithic" village-life is everywhere pretty much the 
same; but indeed, with its various neuroses and psychoses and flashes 
of brilliant health, it is astoundingly-and instructively-diverse.) 

The City in History is a good book. By and large it is sleepy reading. 
(But there are lively sections, when the author becomes emotionally in- 
volved, as with the miseries of Rome.) Mumford is peculiarly humor- 
less; his earnest rhetoric avoids epigram; and his rounded kind of 
thinking eschews sharp definitions. Yet every page is packed with origi- 
nal reflection, sometimes novel, and sometimes of a high order. He 
draws on many authors, but the spirit and purpose are his own, and it 
is appropriate and charming when, in the midst of an ancient descrip- 
tion, he lashes out with a contemporary gripe of his own, for instance 
at the outrageous remodelling of the Pennsylvania Station. For a pro- 
fessional beginner in the subject, a student of architecture or planning, 
this book must be a remarkable compendium of new ideas; and I my- 
self found many striking notions, e.g. the treatment of Venice as a 
neighborhood plan; the meaning of the township as an elementary 
region; the concept of mining as exploitative behavior; the almost acci- 
dental misfortune of the scarcely fifty year interval of coal and steam 
between decentralized water-power and decentralized electricity. The 
average reader can take the book as a picturesque general history of 
European civilization, profounder than usual histories. 

Except for his amiable bias for the wholeness of life, Mumford is 
usually fair in his evaluations. In his enthusiasm for their integral plan- 
ning, he overlooks the cruelty and superstition of medieval towns; and 
he attacks the forcefully imposed rationalism of the Baroque as if it 
were not also the age of Spinoza and Galileo; but in such cases he is 
obviously still righting unbalanced judgments current in his youth. 
Most often he aims at the center of the target. He starts by setting up 
a polarity between a palaeolithic predatory "male" drive to power and 
control-one is reminded of Veblen-and a neolithic generative and 
symbiotic "female" community life; and, without being pedantic 
about it, he keeps reminding us that we must bear both these in mind 
to understand historical cities. This approach is more fruitful than, 
for instance, the one-sided elite and power analysis of Sjoberg's recent 
Pre-Industrial City, which inevitably leads to an over-emphasis on 
sociological control and technological solutions that are really the iden- 
tical power-ideology now called liberalism and democracy. Mumford 
has the radical conservatism of a community anarchist, a follower of 
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Kropotkin; he will not give up sun and air and the face-to-face village; 
he insists that man never has given them up; and nevertheless, cities 
have attained, and can attain, the advantages of the "magnet" of high 
culture and the "container" of centralized information. Or let me make 
the same point by another contrast: whereas Buckminster Fuller wants 
the progressive etherealization of the city, Mumford insists on both 
etherealization and materiality; the city must be a "place where meet- 
ings and encounters and challenges reduce again to human dimension 
the vast impersonal network." The good city must permit again the 
dramatic clash of Athens. 

The modern city can make human sense; it is a question of invent- 
ing the right arrangements. In his last chapter Mumford develops a 
fine analogy between the electric power grid and the national library 
system that allows every locality to draw on any book as needed; and 
this analogy can be extended to every kind of planning. One may or 
may not agree (I do not) with Mumford's infatuation with Ebenezer 
Howard's Garden City planning, but certain principles are funda- 
mental, namely, that there must be a mean size, a limitation in terms 
of specific functions, and that there must be a system of federation. 
The differences among plans, in size and layout, will depend on what 
specific functions are considered to be salient. (To my mind, Howard 
and Mumford are unpolitical; they are too ready to let the control of 
modern technology fall to central planning experts and administrators. 
The Garden City population of 30,000 with its "variety of enterprises, 
mixed population with different vocations, and a thriving social life," 
does not have a political life, for it does not have the bargaining power. 
But to wield technical and political initiative is among the noblest 
activities of man, and as a syndicalist I feel that the units and regional 
complexes must be planned large enough to influence decisions. There 
is an underlying difference in spirit: Mumford aspires to harmony 
grounded in what he would call organic order, while I put more faith 
in independence, conflict, and emerging novelty.) 

This excellent book has a surprising, even a startling, defect. In 
packed detail Mumford treats of dozens of societies and cultures, but 
at no point does he discuss what it is to grow up into these societies and 
cultures. There is nothing about child-rearing, child life, pedagogy, 
child and adolescent sexuality, vocational choice. This is odd. One 
thinks of John Dewey, interviewed on his septuagenarian second mar- 
riage and admitting with surprise to the reporter that in his many 
books on the conduct of life he had not once written about marriagel 
(He must have been a happy man, with never a problem.) Rather 
early in The City in History there is a charming quotation from a 
Sumerian letter of 3700 years ago, referring to an idle youth wandering 
the streets, and this leads Mumford to remark, "The city, as we first 
discover it, seems to belong exclusively to the adult population;" there 
are no playgrounds or schools. But it is a passing thought. To one's 
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astonishment one never learns, in the thousands of succeeding years, 
what is taught, who is taught, how socialization takes place, what re- 
pression is enforced. Our author does not reflect on the human animal 
taking on the changing patterns of culture; so psychological reality is 
lacking in the story, it is without tension or drama. 

The book is shy of psychology and psychologists. There is one slight- 
ing reference to Freud, a single more honorable mention of Jung. Mum- 
ford examines many things, including the body and the spirit, but not 
much the soul. Curiously, in his introductory chapters on pre-history, 
he draws heavily on psychoanalytic theory and body-imagery, with a 
dreamy yet quite persuasive effect; but then this method of interpreta- 
tion vanishes. Sexually, for the most part his tone is hygienic; some- 
times it betrays a mild puritanism; these are not the happiest attitudes 
for assaying the cultures of the world and there are some stuffy judg- 
ments. More important, he seems to be squeamish about the fact that 
inter urinas et faeces nascimur. In his pre-history, though he is clear 
about phallus and womb, he muffs the obvious oral and excretory in- 
terpretation of the irrigation and the canals. When he cites Xenophon's 
praise of Persian "refinement and modesty," he does not ask if these 
traits were not relevant to Persian ruliness. More important still, he 
tends to leave out the inarticulate, the dark, the confused, both that 
which is superstition and that which is too meaningful for speech. 
This leads him, for instance, to misinterpret the quality of intellect of 
high Athens, though his description of Athens as community and polis 
is splendid. The fact that the Mysteries were not spoken of does not 
prove they were slighted, but probably the contrary; and our author's 
complaint that the Socratic generation did not extend its reasoning to 
the general plan misses the possibility that the best use of reasoning 
is not to use it much, but as a life-preserving measure in chaos. The 
wise think only when they have to; thought is an emergency function. 

Finally, may I suggest that Mumford's concept of the "organic" is a 
poor one for his purposes; it betrays what he means to affirm. A beehive 
or a termitary is an organically evolutionary development; and indeed 
the much-mentioned "noosphere" of Teilhard de Chardin, as the com- 
ing stage of our communications, amounts to precisely such a develop- 
ment. Yet this kind of cybernetics city is just what Mumford is against. 
I think that a better language to say what he wants would be the Aris- 
totelian "physis" and "potentiality," for instance, that a culture must 
be continuous with natural powers. 
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